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					a vegas escape  that’s distinctly downtown 				

			

				
			

		

	
	

    
        
                            
                    
                        TRIPLE GEORGE GRILL SPECIAL

                        
                                                Enjoy $25 off $100 spent


                                                    FIND OUT MORE
                                            

                

                            
                    
                        TOURNAMENT THURSDAYS

                        
                                                Get your seat! Every Thursdays at 3pm for Blackjack and 5pm for Video Poker, $25 buy-in and re-buys. 
                                                    PLAY TO WIN
                                            

                

                            
                    
                        TRIPLE GEORGE GRILL
 SPECIAL

                        
                                                Kickstart with a flavorful Caesar salad followed by a majestic 30oz bone-in Tomahawk complimented by your choice of two sides. Cap off with a slice of rich Triple George cheesecake.
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				Uncover the Modern Side of Downtown Las Vegas

				Experience a contemporary hotel and casino destination offering excitement for every visitor! Located just a minute walk away from Fremont Street, The Downtown Grand offers a quieter respite from the Las Vegas Strip just steps away from all the action, setting us apart from other downtown Las Vegas hotels.
			
		
		
	

	


    
                    
                                    Book with us for better perks and special offers

                            

            
                

	Over $100 in offers & dining discounts
	Plus BOGO Free Mob Museum tickets
	Free Parking, WiFi, and 2 bottles of water daily
	Alarm clock, Bluetooth, and USB connections
	I prefer Rewards
	Favorite casino table games: $5 Craps & Roulette, $1 Blackjack
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                                                                            Rooms & Suites

                                                                            Gallery Tower

                                                                            Offering a state-of-the-art section of contemporary accommodations, the Gallery Tower features stylish guest spaces updated with the latest amenities and modern furnishings. 

                                                                            Learn More
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                                                                            Rooms & Suites

                                                                            Grand & Casino Towers

                                                                            The Grand Tower features a classic collection of guest rooms and suites, complete with in-room essentials and views of the Las Vegas skyline.

                                                                            Learn More
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                                                            It's Your Lucky Stay

                                                                                        Citrus Grand Pool Deck

                                                                                    Find your spot in the sun at the chic and sleek Citrus Grand Pool Deck. With plush poolside cabanas, live DJ performances, and more, this is your go-to for a daytime party.
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                                                            It's Your Lucky Stay

                                                                                        Get your game on

                                                                                    With an exciting selection of table games, slot machines, video poker, and the onsite Caesars Sportsbook, we invite you to try your luck with a quintessential Vegas experience in a unique gaming environment.
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                                                            It's Your Lucky Stay

                                                                                        Steps From Fremont Experience 

                                                                                    The fusion of offbeat attractions, neon cityscape, and urban energy in our neighborhood is the spirit that inspires us. Enjoy the most unforgettable Downtown Las Vegas trip, just steps away from the world-famous Fremont Street Experience.
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                                                            It's Your Lucky Stay

                                                                                        Our Live Entertainment

                                                                                    Get ready for a sensational schedule of local events. From comedy shows to live music, the Downtown Grand offers non-stop entertainment for all to enjoy. 
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                                                            It's Your Lucky Stay

                                                                                        Pet-Friendly Amenities

                                                                                    Bring your four-legged friend along for the fun! The Downtown Grand Hotel & Casino offers the ultimate pet-friendly features for your pup to enjoy.
                            
                                                                	
                                            
                                        
	
                                            
                                        
	
                                            
                                        
	
                                            
                                        
	
                                            
                                        


                            

                        

                    
                                            
                            
                                                                                                

                                                                                    
                                    

            
              
        






 
        
                        
                
                                        
                            
                                                                                                

                                                                                    
                                    
                
                        
                                                            It's Your Lucky Stay

                                                                                        Triple George Grill

                                                                                    Am award-winning San Francisco-style steakhouse in the heart of Sin City with a timeless atmosphere. Discover the perfect kick-start to a night full of fun.
                            
                                                                    Have A Taste
                                                                	
                                            
                                        
	
                                            
                                        
	
                                            
                                        
	
                                            
                                        
	
                                            
                                        
	
                                            
                                        


                            

                        

                    
                

            
                                
                
                                        
                            
                                                                                                

                                                                                    
                                    
                
                        
                                                            It's Your Lucky Stay

                                                                                        Sidebar

                                                                                    Sidebar encapsulates and honor the heritage, art form, and quality of the cocktail of a bygone period, serving everything from house craft cocktails with a twist to the modern libations of today. 
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                                                            It's Your Lucky Stay

                                                                                        Freedom Beat

                                                                                    A restaurant and music venue carved out of American bedrock that grooves to the beat of its own drum. Take a culinary road trip across American with regional inspired recipes and enjoy the live music performances.
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                                                            It's Your Lucky Stay

                                                                                        Furnace Bar 

                                                                                    Our version of the casino bar where you can drink and delight in your lively surroundings. Just steps from the action on the casino floor, this industrial-chic focal point proves you can be cool without the cover.
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                                                            It's Your Lucky Stay

                                                                                        Pizza Rock 

                                                                                    Tony Gemignani, 11-time World Pizza Champion, brings his unique dining concept, Pizza Rock, to Las Vegas at the Downtown Grand Las Vegas. 
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                                                            It's Your Lucky Stay

                                                                                        Hogs & Heifers 

                                                                                    Hogs & Heifers Saloon is an All-American, Classic/Outlaw Country and Southern Rock Dive Bar where the Bartenders interact with the crowd, sometimes via bullhorns, as they sling drinks, share laughs and generally throw the best damn party in Vegas!
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                            Steps From Fremont Street
                
            Experience a contemporary hotel and casino destination offering excitement for every visitor! Located just a minute walk away from Fremont Street, The Downtown Grand offers a quieter respite from the Las Vegas Strip just steps away from all the action, setting us apart from other downtown Las Vegas hotels.
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				Downtown Grand Hotel & Casino
			
			
				
					206 N. 3rd St. Las Vegas, 89101 
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	 Hotel Policy 
	 Responsible Gambling 
	 Careers 
	 Privacy Policy 
	 Accessibility 
	 Sitemap 
	 Lost and Found 
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			KEEP TABS

			Thank you for your interest.
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                  I have read and agree to the Privacy Policy.
            

            
                 Yes, I would like to receive emails with exclusive specials and offers.
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